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Lesson Overview: In this demonstration, 
students observe the heat from a burning 
candle and a single match so they can describe 
the shape and size of a heat plume and 
explain how the energy from a fire is 
transferred. Since this is the first activity in 
FireWorks to use actual fire, we suggest it as a 
demonstration so the class can go through 
and observe safety procedures together. 
 
Lesson Goals: Increase students’ 
understanding of heat dispersal from fires. 
Prepare students to safely conduct 
experiments with fire.  
 
Objectives:  

• Students can list three ways in which energy is transferred from a burning object. 
• Students can describe the shape and size of a heat plume from a burning match. 
• Students can list some safe practices for doing laboratory experiments with fire. 

 
Standards   6th 7th 8th 
CCSS Writing 4,10 4,10 4,10 
  Speaking and Listening 1,2,4,6 1,2,4,6 1,2,4,6 
  Language  1,2,3,6 1,2,3,6 1,2,3,6 
  Writing:  Science and Technology  4,7,10 4,7,10 4,7,10 
NGSS Structures and Property of Matter PS3.A 
  Energy PS3.A, B 
EEEGL Strand 1 A,C,E,F,G 
 
Teacher Background: Most of the heat energy from a burning object usually disperses upward 
because the process of burning releases hot gases. The air at ground level is denser than that 
above because of gravity, so most of the hot, expanding gases of combustion tend to go 
upwards. The process in which warm gases and liquids generally move up, and cool ones move 
down is called convection. The heat plume from a fire does not always go straight up, however. 
A gust of wind, which can be thought of as a bubble of dense air, can push the hot gases 
sideways or even downward.  

2. Where Does Heat Go?  
The Heat Plume from a Fire 

 

 

Subjects: Science, Mathematics, 
Writing, Speaking and Listening, 
Health and Safety 
Duration: one half-hour session 
Group size: Do as demonstration to 
whole class.  
Setting: Laboratory or outdoors area 
sheltered from wind 
New FireWorks vocabulary: 
conduction, convection, heat plume, 
radiation 
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There are two other ways to transfer energy from a fire: conduction (the movement of energy 
from one atom or molecule to another in a solid) and radiation (the movement of energy 
through space by particles or waves). The demonstration in this activity explores all three 
means of heat transfer from a single burning match. 
 
Materials and preparation: 
Choose your location. This demonstration can produce flames 10-15 centimeters long. Can you 
do this safely in your classroom and without setting off a smoke alarm? Can you take your 
students to a lab where it will be safer? Do not try this demonstration outdoors because even 
the slightest wind will blow out a single match. 
 
• Display the FireWorks Safety poster.  
• Get a box of wooden kitchen matches. 
• Fire extinguisher, fully charged  
• Get a package of pre-wrapped hard candy. You’ll need about 

twice as many pieces as you have students. 
• Set up laboratory bench or other area to be used for 

demonstration with the following equipment (available in the 
trunk): 
o spray bottle, filled with water  
o ruler  
o metal tray (i.e., cookie sheet) 
o ashtray  
o votive candle  
o safety goggles  
o oven mitt  
o support stand  
o cross-piece for support stand. Has an alligator clip at 

each end.  
o clamp  

• Set up the support stand with the clamp and cross-
piece as illustrated above. Clip a match to one end with 
the ignitable tip pointing down. 

• Draw the graph on the right on the board or project 
M02_GraphForDescribingHeatPlume.pdf:  
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Procedure:  

PART ONE: Students demonstrate the 3 methods of heat transfer 

1. Explain: In this activity, the class will work together to make observations about heat 
transfer from fires. As background, you need to know three terms: convection, conduction, 
and radiation. We’ll set up a human demonstration to learn what they mean. 

2. Have students stand side by side in a long line, shoulder to shoulder. Explain and do: 

a. Conduction: If they were atoms within a solid object, like a metal, they would move heat 
energy by passing it from one atom to another, each atom absorbing some and passing 
some on. (Pass the bag of candy to the first student, who takes a piece and passes it to 
the next, who does the same… all the way to the end of the line.)  

b. Radiation: Get the candy bag back (if there’s any left!). Now pretend you are a source of 
light and heat, like the sun, radiating energy. You transfer that energy by sending out 
particles or waves through space. The energy travels until it contacts an atom or 
molecule, which it then heats up. (Throw a few pieces of candy directly to a few 
students.) Radiation explains how you can get a sunburn from energy that travels 
through space. Amazingly, the molecules of your skin are the first ones that sunlight 
touches in its 93-million-mile journey! 

c. Convection is the expansion of a bubble of hot gases into the cooler gases surrounding 
it. Gravity holds Earth’s atmosphere to the ground, so the air becomes “thinner” (less 
dense) as you go up in altitude. Since “up” has less resistance to expanding gases than 
“sideways” or “down,” hot air and the hot gases produced by combustion generally rise. 
Ask the class to imagine that their shoulder-to-shoulder line is vertical rather than 
horizontal. Pick 1-2 students to walk with you, arm-in-arm, from one end – the 
imaginary bottom of the heat plume – toward the other end, the imaginary top. Give a 
piece of candy to each student you pass – this means that your bubble of hot gases is 
losing heat as you go up, warming the surrounding air. If you run out of candy, stop. This 
means your bubble is the same temperature (i.e., has the same amount of energy per 
volume) as the air around you. 

3. Have students take their seats for the next steps. 
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PART TWO: Students measure the shape of a heat plume 

1. Explain: The class will work with 
the teacher to SAFELY measure 
the shape of a heat plume and 
learn how a fire can transfer heat 
through conduction, radiation, 
and convection.  

2. Go through the FireWorks Safety 
poster with the class, checking 
your demonstration set-up to 
make sure all guidelines are met. 

3. Demonstrate how to SAFELY light 
a match: Pull the match away 
from you, not toward you; hold it 
level or tilted slightly downward, 
not pointing directly downward; 
drop it into the ashtray or metal tray if it feels too hot. Always dispose of burned matches in 
the ashtray or on the metal tray. 

4. Get a volunteer from the class to be the Observer. Make sure he or she is dressed safely, 
following the poster guidelines. 

5. Get another volunteer to be the Measurer and another to be the data Recorder. 

6. Explain to the Observer: Your job is to find out how tall and wide the heat plume is from a 
burning match. You’ll start by holding one hand about 40 centimeters to one side of the 
match. When the match is completely on fire, you’ll bring your hand in closer until you can 
sense a change in temperature. The goal is to sense even a LITTLE warmth – NOT to see how 
close you can get without getting burned! We’ll use as many matches as needed to get 
observations from two sides of the flame, above it, and below it. When you make the 
“below” observation, don’t put your hand directly under the burning match, in case the tip 
breaks off and falls. Instead, hold your hand just a little to one side. 

7. Explain to the Measurer: After each match is out, you’ll measure the distance from its tip to 
the observer’s hand (in centimeters). 

8. Explain to the Recorder: You’ll mark the correct axis of the graph to show each 
measurement.  

9. Light the first match. As soon as it is completely on fire, obtain a “side” measurement and 
record it. After the match goes out, USE THE OVEN MITT to remove it from the clip, put a 
fresh one in, and get the opposite “side” measurement… a “below” measurement… then an 
“above” measurement. If you forget the oven mitt, you will quickly – and painfully – learn 
about conduction. Use as many matches as you need to get the 4 observations. Use the 
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same Observer for all 4 measurements. If you want to see variation from different 
observers, have another student or two repeat the observations, and then calculate an 
average for each dimension on the graph.  

10. Have the Recorder connect the marks on the four axes, making a roughly oval shape.  

11. Refer back to the three ways in which heat is transferred in a fire – conduction, convection, 
and radiation. Discuss/explain: The heat plume’s strong tendency to move upward 
demonstrates convection. Radiation sends energy in every direction; the heat you feel to 
the sides and beneath the flame is due to radiation. Conduction of heat is occurring from 
the fire into the metal clip, which is why you are using the oven mitt.  

12. Clean up: Make sure all matches are our before you dispose of them – that is, until there is 
no smoke and no heat being released. Use a metal trash can without a plastic liner. If in 
doubt, dump the materials in a bucket of water before putting in the trash. 

 
Assessment: Ask students to write/sketch answers to the following:  

1. Where did the heat go? Use heat-transfer terms to describe the movement of heat upward, 
sideways, downward, and into the metal pieces?  

2. Sketch a burning candle and show the shape of the heat plume. Label the diagram with 
words and arrows to show where convection and radiation are occurring.  

3. Make a list of safety precautions that you should take when you get ready for school on 
days when fire experiments are scheduled. You can refer to the FireWorks Safety poster. 
Have students take the list home and post it in a place that they can refer to as they prepare 
for school. 
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Evaluation:  
 Correct Incorrect 
1. Where did the heat go? 
Use vocabulary. 

Most of the heat went 
upward through convection, 
the tendency of hot gases and 
liquids to rise.  
 
A little heat went in every 
direction through radiation, 
the process in which energy 
travels through space as 
particles or waves until it hits 
a molecule, which it heats up.  
 
Some heat went into the 
metal clip by conduction (the 
transfer of heat from particle 
to particle within a solid).  

Student’s descriptions did not 
reflect the correct use of the 
vocabulary term or a general 
understanding of the concept.  

2. Burning Candle Diagram:  
                
 
 
Convection 
 
Radiation 
 
              
 
 

-Student does not have 
correct drawing of heat plume 
-Student does not show that 
convection moves heat 
upward. 
-Student does not show that 
radiation moves heat 
outward.  

3. Fire Safety: At least two fire safety rules, 
for example: 
-low-flammability clothing like 
cotton 
-no loose, floppy clothing 
-closed toed shoes  
-hair ties 

Fewer than two safety rules 
were listed  

 


